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Screen-based digital experience design is blooming among the local 
businesses in Metro Vancouver along with the increased pervasive-
ness of information technologies, new digital products in contempo-
rary society. However, there are significantly fewer cases and related 
businesses around tangible interactive digital experience in which 
tangible objects and physical spaces replace the screen as the site of 
interaction. This thesis project aims to explore the specialties of the 
tangible interactive experience compared to the digital experience 
on the screen or in the virtual space. Additionally, the author inves-
tigates how to leverage user experience design methodologies in the 
process of designing an experimental interactive experience.
In this practice-based exploration, the author prototyped four in-
teractive digital experiences using different interactive technologies 
and tools tailored to different use case scenarios: 1. an interactive 
offline retail experience, 2. a “magical” and playful painting, 3. a 
room-scale interactive installation, and 4. an immersive medita-
tion activity. These projects illustrate and explore the implementa-
tion of tangible interactions into digital experience design. During 
the development process, the author applied several user experience 
design methodologies in the projects – including field research, in-
terviews, questionnaires, and design probes – to develop a workable 
framework designing tangible interactive experiences throughout 
the research project. The author aims to outline key implications of 
applying principles of user experience design to the field of tangible 
interactive environments. In the process, the author argues that tan-
gible interactive design is indispensable in a successful and engaging 
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Figure 1: Lozano–Hemmer, R. (2001). Body Movies. [Media In-
stallation] Rotterdam: Cultural Capital of Europe Festival. http://
www.lozano-hemmer.com/body_movies.php.
Figure 2, 3: Yiyao Nie, Mitochondria, New Media Art Live Perfor-
mance, 2018, https://www.yiyaonie.space/mitochondria. Used by 
permission of the artist.
Figure 4, 5: ITP Winter show 2017, itp.nyu.edu. Used by permission 
of New York University Tisch School of the Arts.
Figure 6: Jiayu Liu, The Side Valley, 2018, http://www.jiayuliu.stu-
dio/the-side-valley/. Used by permission of Jiayu Liu studio.
Figure 7: Jiayu Liu, The Riverside, 2018, http://www.jiayuliu.studio/
the-riverside/. Used by permission of Jiayu Liu studio.
Figure 8, 9, 10: HFour Design, The Kenun Cloud, 2017, https://hfour.
ca/portfolio-item/asics-cloud/. Used by permission of Hfour Studio.
Figure 11, 12: NGX Interactive, The Virtual Aquarium, 2017. (https://ngxin-
teractive.com/work/bc-childrens-hospital-virtual-aquarium-and-mo-
bile-website/) and (https://www.bcchf.ca/finding -calm-emergen-
cy-department). Used by permission of the NGX Interactive.
Figure 13, 14, 15, 16: teamLab, Universe of Water Particles on Au-delà 
des limites, 2018.
Figure 17, 18: Poster for DOME, 2018, https://goo.gl/etVbHG. Used 
by permission of the Mark Nazemi.
Figure 19: Overall effect of the installation You Can’t Touch This, 2018. 
Figure 20, 21: The prototyping tools and the detail of You Can’t 
Touch This, 2018.
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Figure 22, 23, 24, 25: Tree of Life (2018) during studio critic show-
case at Emily Carr University, 2018.
Figure 26, 27: Tree of Life (2018) version II was installed in the hall-
way during Emily Carr Studio Open Day 2018.
Figure 28, 29, 30, 31: Let It Rain (2018) during studio critic in April 2018.
Figure 32: Low-fidelity Concept Sketch on Paper of StarSpace (2018).
Figure 33, 34: Static Computer Graphic Sketches of StarSpace (2018).
Figure 35, 36, 37: Design Probe for the participants before the 
showcase of StarSpace (2018).
Figure 38: Instruction Card of Day One in the Design Probe for 
StartSpace (2018).
Figure 39, 40: Instruction Card of Project Feedback in the Design 
Probe for StarSpace (2018).
Figure 41: Instruction Card of Day Two in the Design Probe for 
StarSpace (2018).
Figure 42, 43, 44, 45: Documentation Photo of the Showcase of 
StarSpace (2018).
Figure 46, 47: Infographic of the Overall Experience Trend of All 
Participants for StarSpace (2018).
Figure 48, 49: Infographic of the Individual Experience Trend of 
All Participants for StarSpace (2018).
Figure 50, 51: Details of the interactive projection on the floor of 
the project Diretions of the tide (2019) 
Figure 52, 53: Documentation photo of the live performance Direc-
tions of the tide (2019)
Table 1: Analysis of three Experimental Experience Design Projects.
Table 2: Data Interpretation criteria of StarSpace (2018) Design Probe.
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1.1 Project Background: From the screens, beyond the screens 
This thesis project explores the potential of interactive digital ex-
perience beyond the “screen”: the mobile applications on the LED 
screen of a mobile phone, or the websites on the LED screen of a 
monitor, for instance. Interactive digital experience, from the au-
thor’s perspective as a user experience designer in the information 
technology industry, is the experience of human-computer inter-
actions while the user is trying to complete a task via a digital prod-
uct or service. The place where the interactions happen and where 
the user experience is fostered is typically screen-oriented through 
mobile Apps or websites. In other words, the “screen” is the entity 
where the digital experience of user experience design is embed-
ded. At the same time, it is clear that user experience involves much 
more than screens: Cooper, Robert and Cronin remind us in The 
Essentials of Interaction Design that “interaction design is also use-
ful when creating physical products, exploring how a user might in-
teract with it” (2007). Although interactive digital experiences that 
do not use screens are available – in projection-mapped museum 
installations or in smart speakers like the Google Home or Amazon 
Alexa, for example – few guidelines or case studies exist at a level 
that can be understood by average developers and interaction de-
signers as for using tangible objects and space as the entity where 
the interactions live in.
Based on this curiosity around interactivity, the theme of this re-
search project shifted from utility-focused, screen-based digital 
I. Introduction
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product design to experimental interactive digital experience de-
sign. In this thesis, the overall principle of practice-based research 
is embracing and leveraging various digital technologies to proto-
type a series of experimental interactive experiences. All the proj-
ects focus on the artistic expression process and the creative inter-
action between people and the system rather than utility. During 
this two-year exploration, the project evolved away from screen-
based design techniques and into more interactive physical tech-
nologies like embedded controllers, projection mapping, creative 
coding, and generative computer graphics to realize the creative 
side of interactivity through prototyping.
When transferring the focus of interactivity from usability to artis-
tic expression and creativity using more diverse tools and technol-
ogies, there is considerable potential for higher user engagement 
and playful interaction. This insight is grounded in user feedback 
from thesis practice-based explorations, which contain three ex-
perimental projects and one major thesis project. It is also exempli-
fied by the success of the existing experimental digital experience 
in the marketplace. In this thesis, four interactive projects by NGX 
Interactive [1], teamLab [2] and other creative media art studios are 
used as case studies. These works are successful because of their 
widely-spread reputations or business revenue. They are the case 
studies, which inspire the studio projects in ways of merging the 
practical and utilitarian aspects in Experience Design and the cre-
ative and aesthetic aspects of New Media Art. 
To sum up, this thesis topic is situated at the intersection of New 
Media Art, Experience Design and Interactive Technology. As a 
design professional and practitioner, the author believes that ex-
perimental interactive design will be the future of digital experi-
ence and is worth investigating. Additionally, the goal of this thesis 
[1] https://ngxinteractive.com/portfolio/
[2]  teamLab is a multimedia studio founded 
in 2001 in Tokyo, Japan. (https://www.team-
lab.art/about/) 
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is to enlighten the general public on the unique experience which 
experimental interactive design can offer, as well as proposing its 
new opportunities for implementation in Vancouver’s marketplace 
in the future.
1.2 Research Goals & Inquiries
When the entity in which the interactions are embedded shifted 
from the “screen” to tangible objects or spaces, the methodologies 
and design process also changed with it. From the process of user 
experience design, a series of methodologies are often used in the 
process of designing an interactive experience. These user experi-
ence design methodologies are the tools to help designers to ana-
lyze and solve a complex design problem along the user’s journey 
interacting with the digital system (Martin and Hanington, 2012). 
However, this thesis exploration focuses on the experimental and 
creative side of digital experience design, which is different from the 
usual goal of traditional digital experience design.
This thesis exploration seeks to establish a framework for leverag-
ing user experience design methodologies in experimental experi-
ence design projects. The peculiarity of the experimental interactive 
projects in the research scope can be defined as “more artistic piec-
es rather than a tool for a work setting” (Horn, Svendsen and Mad-
sen, 2001, p.390) and “not designed for any particular profession, 
but people in general” (2001, p.390). Although the goal and focus 
for the interactive experience design has shifted from traditional us-
ability-driven experience design, the overall objectives of this the-
sis share an overarching goal with experience design: “to reduce the 
negative aspects (e.g. frustration, annoyance) of the user experience 
while enhancing the positive ones (e.g. enjoyment, engagement)” 
(Preece, Rogers, Sharp, 2015, p2). Building upon these objectives, 
Yufei (Michelle) Yao | Emily Carr University of Art + Design
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this thesis seeks the answer to the question of:
How can we leverage user experience design methodologies into experimental 
experience design, where the focus is no longer on usability but on creative ex-
pression through interactions? 
1.3 Methodology: A Practice-based Exploration
The research methodology developed for this thesis is primar-
ily based on a practice-based exploration also known as re-
search-through-design (Zimmerman, Forlizzi and Evenson, 2007). 
Throughout two-years of studio work at ECU, all projects in this 
thesis followed a reflective design practice focused on design proj-
ects themselves and their use as the dominant focus in this thesis 
work. By pursuing this process, various design methods, theories, 
and tools were selected to structure and forecast the consequences 
of the interventions (Braun, 2014, p.17). 
The projects in this thesis have been influenced by both academ-
ic theorists and industry pioneers. New Media artists like Rafael 
Lozano-Hemmer[3], Casey Reas[4] and also experimental student 
works from RCA IED[5] and NYU ITP[6] inform the project from the 
perspective of artistic expression. The works by pioneers in the in-
dustry like Moment Factory[7] and teamLab, as well as works from 
local professional interactive art studios in Vancouver like HFour 
Design[8], Tangible Interaction[9], NGX Interactive and to:Reso-
nate[10] enlightened the project on how to design a digital experi-
ence tailoring to the specific use case. Gathering insights from both 
aspects of artistic expression and design usability, the research 
started by prototyping a series of experimental interactive expe-
riences, exploring methodology that combines artistic expression 
and usability. 
[3] Rafael Lozano-Hemmer is a Mexican-Ca-
nadian electronic artist who works with ideas 
from architecture, technological theatre and 
performance.(http://www.lozano-hemmer.
com)
[4] Casey Reas is an American artist whose 
conceptual, procedural and minimal art-
works explore ideas through the contem-
porary lens of software, best known for 
having created, with Ben Fry, the Processing 
programming language. (www.reas.com)
[5] IED Information Experience Design pro-
gram at Royal College of Art is a graduate 
program where students design experiences 
to communicate information, creating in-
stallations and interventions using all senses, 
modes and media, including sound and mov-
ing image. (https://goo.gl/GXbrLH)
[6] ITP (Interactive Telecommunication 
Program) at New York University Tisch 
School of the Arts is a graduate depart-
ment described as an art school for engi-
neers or an engineering school for artists. 
(https://tisch.nyu.edu/itp/)
[7] Moment Factory is a multimedia studio 
from Montreal, Canada. It specializes in vid-
eo, lighting, architecture, sound and special 
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This thesis exploration contains four different interactive experi-
ence design projects, including three experimental projects, You 
Can’t Touch This (2018), Tree of Life (2018), and Let it Rain (2018), and 
one final thesis project, StarSpace (2018). Each of these interac-
tive projects was designed for a particular use case scenario, while 
sharing the same design principle: crafting the digital experience 
through playful tangible interactions. 
The three experimental projects lie in the phase of learning and 
prototyping in this thesis exploration, while the final thesis project 
is the learning outcome of integrating the insights and knowledge 
learnt from the previous phase. The creation of three experimen-
tal interactive projects followed the design process of “reflective 
thinking” (Donald A, 1983), which requires the designer to think 
critically on their works to identify problems in current work, and 
provide the objectives to iterate and optimize future designs. Based 
on this process, the three experimental projects were built upon 
one another and were designed to improve the user experience of 
the previous project based on user feedback. The user experience of 
each project was optimized through the improved technical skills 
of mine and integrated user experience design methodologies. The 
final thesis project, StarSpace (2018), was the outcome of this thesis 
exploration of leveraging user experience design and New Media 
Art together, and approached the goal of this research: to create an 
interactive digital experience “of a lifetime” - an experience that 
maximizes the enjoyment and user engagement, while minimizing 
the frustration and annoyance. 
Yufei (Michelle) Yao | Emily Carr University of Art + Design
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2.1 Experimental Interactive Experience Design
Designing an experimental interactive experience is a cross-disci-
plinary exploration. Being in the intersection of New Media Art, 
Experience Design and Interactive Technology, an experimental 
interactive experience absorbs the essence of these disciplines. 
An engaging and memorable experience combines the flexible and 
creative art expression of New Media Art, logical and fluid infor-
mation exchange between the user and the system of Experience 
Design, and fun interactivity of Interactive Technology. 
Situated at the intersection of those three general disciplines, this 
thesis exploration emphasizes a narrower scope of designing the 
experience through tangible interactions and hybrid interactive 
technologies. Inspired by existing works from the pioneers in this 
field, we can grasp the essence of integrating tangible interaction 
and various interactive technologies in the creation of an engaging 
and memorable digital experience.
2.1.1 Tangible Interaction: Interactivity embedded into the physical 
space and tangible objects
Interactivity is the core of this thesis research scope which allows 
people to become “creators” rather than “viewers”. According to 
Menenghini, Palma and Taylor (2004), the traditional medium of 
art as a tool of communication, such as cinema, print or broadcast 
media, involves a linear presentation with a clearly defined sepa-
II. Theory-based research 
and case studies
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ration between the sender of the message and the receiver of the 
message. Interactive media, by contrast, involves a blurring of the 
line between author and audience in which the audience, to a cer-
tain extent, participates in the creation of the message itself (p.3). 
In this thesis exploration, the focus transferred from interactivity 
on screen-based products to objects and spaces. In other words, the 
objects and spaces which host the interaction become the “tangible 
user interface” (TUI). This expansion of designing interactions in 
tangible spaces with objects differs from graphical user interfaces 
(or GUI). This move away from screen-based products enables de-
signers to address larger design opportunities and the ability to in-
tegrate approaches from different disciplines (Hornecker and Buur, 
2006, p.437). The action of designing the experience through “TUI” 
can also be referred to as crafting “tangible interaction”. Hornecker 
and Buur introduced a framework which divides tangible interac-
tion into the subcategories of Tangible Manipulation, Spatial In-
teraction, Embodied Facilitation, and Expressive Representation 
(p.437). This thesis investigates tangible interaction in the scope 
of Spatial Interaction and Embodied Facilitation, where the former 
involves full-body interaction and consists of performative action, 
while the latter provides insights relevant for the broader research 
area of ‘embodied interaction’ (Hornecker and Buur, 2006, p.440). 
These two concepts were applied in the design projects of this the-
sis by creating interactive spatial experiences using real-time ren-
dered computer graphics expanded with projection mapping tech-
niques.
Tangible interaction with the use of multiple objects and spaces as 
the place where the interactions take place can bring a strong foun-
dation in multidimensional artistic expression. In Rafael Loza-
no-Hemmer’s work Body Movies (2001) [11] (cf., Figure 1), the artist 
Image Right
[Figure 1] Rafael Lozano-Hemmer, Body 
Movies, Relational Architecture 6”, 2001.
Schouwburgplein, V2 Cultural Capital of 
Europe, Rotterdam, The Netherlands.
[11] http://www.lozano-hemmer.com/body_
movies.php
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Figure 1 has been removed due to copyright 
restrictions. The information removed is Re-
lational Artchitecture Body Movies by Rafael 
Lozano-Hemmer, 2001. Available at http://www.
lozano-hemmer.com/body_movies.php
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created a non-linear dialogue and experience with the participants 
by projecting participants’ movements and live streaming them 
onto a building’s surface in an urban space. This implementation of 
tangible interaction enabled a direct conversation through kinetic 
and visual feedback between the individual and the public, which is 
hard to achieve in screen-based interactions. 
Similarly, tangible interaction can expand the scope of design prac-
tice in experience design to a cross-disciplinary exploration. In the 
digital choreography performance work Mitochondria (2018) [12] by 
NYU ITP’s student Yiyao Nie (cf., Figure 2 & 3), interactivity was 
brought from computer-based graphics to dance performances. 
The real-time rendered graphics projected on the stage changed 
according to dancers’ dynamic body movement. Tangible interac-
tion between the body movement of the human and tangible space 
broke the original space-time view of conventional artistic cre-
ation. 
2.1.2 Interactive Technology: Hybrid Input and Output in an inter-
active experience
Interactive technology is the indispensable element in this thesis 
as it is the tool of creating hybrid input and output processes in-
side the experience. The process of designing an interactive expe-
rience can be broken down into two simple steps as the process of 
input and output (I/O). The I/O makes an interactive experience, 
a reciprocity of actions, which requires a cycle of action whereby 
both (or all) participants actively contribute as opposed to mere-
ly responding to the experience (Rauscher, 2010, p.22). More and 
more designers and artists are using microcontrollers and sensors 
when building interactive projects. These technological advances 
Image Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 2 & 3] Yiyao Nie, Mitochondria, 2018, 
https://www.yiyaonie.space/mitochon-
dria. Used by permission of the Artist.
[12]https://www.yiyaonie.space/mito-
chondria
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allow us to receive inputs, calculate processes, and control out-
puts, which are all the basic components required for interactivity 
(Rauscher, 2010, p.23). In the projects for this thesis, various tech-
nologies were used to add more possibilities of fun and joy, includ-
ing the use of different biosensors, microcontrollers, cameras and 
projectors. 
The use of hybrid interactive technologies can bring more possi-
bility into an interactive experience. By involving the participants 
and users through different biosensors, cameras and other tech-
nologies, the experience design is “no longer solely understood as 
an expression of the artist’s inner creativity but instead becomes 
an intrinsically dynamic process” (Sommerer and Mignonneau, 
1999, p.166). The Interactive Telecommunication Program (ITP) 
(cf., Figure 4 & 5) at New York University is a two-year graduate 
program with students from diverse backgrounds, whose mission 
is “imaginative use of communications technologies — how they 
might augment, improve, and bring delight and art into people’s 
lives” (ITP, 2019). The student works of NYU ITP enlights us how 
sensors and new cutting-edge technologies can bring ideas around 
interactivity into reality. Following the Do-It-Yourself culture 
around electronic arts (Hertz, 2015, p.5), even designers who have 
no professional engineering background can leverage interactive 
technologies. And in this case, electronic arts and interactive tech-
nologies allows designers to explore the fun and attractiveness they 
can offer in the input process of the creation of an interactive expe-
rience. 
In this thesis, projection mapping and computer-generated graph-
ics are the main techniques being used in the output process with-
in an interactive experience design. Large-scale computer graph-
ics are the keys to creating an immersive experience in a tangible 
Images Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 4 & 5] ITP Winter show 2017, https://
itp.nyu.edu. Used by permission of New 
York University Tisch School of The Arts.
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Images Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 6] Jiayu Liu, The Side Valley, 2018, 
http://www.jiayuliu.studio/the-side-valley. 
Used by permission of Jiayu Liu studio.
[Figure 7] Jiayu Liu, The Riverside, 2018, 
http://www.jiayuliu.studio/the-riverside/. 





space. Immersion is as much a result of the ability of voice to guide, 
capture, and hold users’ attention as it is the visuals, audio, or oth-
er sensory displays that divert our attention toward the experience 
(Shedroff, 2001, p.285). It is easier to achieve an immersive expe-
rience in the context of digital art and design since it can break the 
barrier of materialized art. In the work The Side Valley(2018) [13] (cf., 
Figure 6) and The Riverside (2018) [14] (cf., Figure 7)  by RCA IED 
alumni Jiayu Liu, the use of projection not only expanded the scale 
of the works but created an immersive experience. The comput-
er-based graphics the artist designed as the streaming water flow 
abstracted the natural scene, creating a sense of surreal yet breath-
taking visual experience. 
2.1.3 Experience Design: Digital Experience Beyond the Screens
Experience Design, according to the definition by Aarts and Marza-
no (2003, p46) is the practice of designing products, processes, ser-
vices, events, omnichannel journeys, and environments with a focus 
placed on the quality of the user experience and culturally relevant 
solutions. Although we can call nearly every event or process we en-
counter in our life an “experience”, Experience Design, as a subject 
in the Design discipline, researches the designable, knowable and 
reproducible elements that contribute to superior experiences (She-
droff, 2009, p2). Enlightened by the concepts and ideations of Expe-
rience Design, all four interactive experience prototypes in this the-
sis were designed to tailor to specific themes or scenarios. Aided by 
the design tools and methodologies in Experience Design and HCI 
(Human-Computer Interaction), every prototype aimed to provide 
users with a smooth and fluid experience. The experimental inter-
active works in the thesis also inherit the professional design prac-
tice of the author as a user experience designer: to create not perfect, 
but better experiences through iterations and optimizations.
Yufei (Michelle) Yao | Emily Carr University of Art + Design
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2.2 Case Studies 
The following case studies show the inspirations and concepts of 
this thesis.They include four unique interactive digital experience 
design works: The Kenun Cloud (2017) - a pop-up branding cam-
paign designed by HFour Design; The Virtual Aquarium (2017) - an 
interactive installation in the BC Children’s Hospital waiting room 
by NGX Interactive; Universe of Water Particles on Au-delà des lim-
ites (2018) - a room-scale interactive exhibition by teamLab; and 
DOME (2018) - an immersive meditation experience. Those four 
works have different themes and styles and were each designed for 
a particular use case scenario. And they were then borrowed lat-
er as the inspiration for the four exploratory interactive projects in 
this thesis. 
The creative processes of each project are highlighted. The process 
and method of designing an experimental interactive experience 
varies from designing a usability-driven experience. However, both 
types of experience design share the same goal to “explore com-
mon characteristics in all media that make experiences successful 
by encompassing multiple senses and requirements” (2001, She-
droff, p.13). The shared perspectives underlying the design process 
of those two types of experience design is a key research question 
in this thesis.
The projects in these case studies and my design projects share the 
same goal: crafting an experience through playful tangible inter-
actions and hybrid interactive technologies. They all use tangible 
objects or spaces rather than the screen as the place where interac-
tions take place, and apply various cutting-edge digital technolo-
gies rather than sticking to only one medium. By employing a com-
bination of interactive technologies, including pre-rendered video 
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and animation, generative computer graphics, projection mapping, 
and creative electronics they make an engaging and playful experi-
ence come to life. 
2.2.1 The Kenun Cloud (2017): An Interactive Branding Pop-up Exhi-
bition
The Kenun Cloud (2017) is an multi-sensory immersive interactive 
experience created by the Vancouver-based Multimedia Art studio, 
Hfour Design. The whole experience contained the main instal-
lation – a twenty-four inch wide interactive wall made by “kinetic 
cloud” and was installed as a pop-up exhibition in SoHo, New York 
City. Upon walking towards the installation wall, the clouds became 
“alive”. Glowing lights and the synthetic movements of the “clouds” 
provided participants with a sense of wonder and fun. Through this 
playful experience, Hfour Design presented the brand idea of ASICS’ 
Gel-Kenun[15] shoe collection, “as comfortable as walking in the 
clouds”, in a creative way. 
This experimental work made the participants immersed in the 
whole experience through interactivity. The Kenun Cloud (2017) (cf. 
Figure 8 & 9 & 10) created a dynamic translation from the visual and 
lightning effects of the projection design on a tangible installation to 
human body movements. As participants walked in front of the wall, 
the “cloud” on the wall became “alive”: behind the cotton and syn-
thetic cloud structure, lighting made the wall glow from the inside; in 
front of the wall, there was a projector which brought extra lighting 
texture from the activation. Both layers became dynamic when peo-
ple were in front of the wall, creating a memorable spatial experience 
for all the participants inside the exhibition. This experience fits in 
the sub-category Spatial Interaction of tangible interaction, pro-
posed by Hornecker and Buur (2006, p.440), which is “embedded, 
[15] https://www.asics.com/us/en-us/gel-
kenun/c/gel-kenun
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taking up or being situated in spaces, and users needing to move in 
real space when interacting”. Spatial Interaction provides a recipro-
cal situation where seeing implies being seen (2006, p.441). In the 
The Kenun Cloud experience, the cloud installation and the exhibition 
space were no longer lifeless objects. The presence of humans made 
this work complete.
According to the documentary of its creative process, The Kenun Cloud 
(2017) experience didn’t follow the traditional user experience meth-
odologies and research process [16]. The project was built with a de-
sign objective based on a use case scenario, which is key to designing 
an experience. According to Stuart Ward, the co-founder of HFour 
Design, one of the goals for The Kenun Cloud (2017) was to “create a 
sense of the unperceivable or unknowable, or something that doesn’t 
quite get processed in the brain in a literal way”. [17]  This digital expe-
rience aim to provide people the feeling that transcends the everyday 
sensations in their lives [18], which matches seamlessly with the con-
cept and goal in all the studio works in this thesis.
The Kenun Cloud (2017) showed an alternative way of creating a com-
mercial branding campaign. The goal was to attract potential cus-
tomers’ engagement for the brand’s concept or product, and Hfour 
Design reached this goal successfully. The exclusive launch event 
brought more than a hundred and fifty influencers, and many others, 
which brought high engagement on social media. Throughout the 
month, thousands of people came through to try on shoes and ex-
perience The Kenun Cloud (2017). [19] It was not a utility digital prod-
uct or tool, but succeeded through playful interactions and a visually 
appealing digital experience. The idea of expressing brand identity 
through Spatial Interaction informed the creation of the project You 
Can’t Touch This (2018), an interactive branding campaign for Vans 
which is documented in the next chapter in this thesis. [20]
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 8 & Figure 9 & Figure 10] HFour De-
sign, The Kenun Cloud, 2017, https://hfour.
ca/portfolio-item/asics-cloud/. 
[16]  Documentary: https://goo.gl/RRz65T
[17]  Quoted from the interview by www.
complex.com (https://goo.gl/RRz65T).
[18]  Quoted from the interview by www.
complex.com (https://goo.gl/RRz65T).
[19] Data from: https://hfour.ca/portfo-
lio-item/asics-cloud/
[20] Vans is an American manufacturer of 
skateboarding shoes and related apparel, 
based in Santa Ana, California and owned 
by VF Corporation. (www.vans.ca)
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Figure 8 has been removed due to copyright 
restrictions. The information removed is inter-
active installation The Kenun Cloud  by HFour 
Studio, 2017. Available at https://hfour.ca/port-
folio-item/asics-cloud/ 
Figure 9 has been removed due to 
copyright restrictions. The informa-
tion removed is interactive installa-
tion The Kenun Cloud  by HFour Stu-
dio, 2017. Available at https://hfour.
ca/portfolio-item/asics-cloud/ 
Figure 10 has been removed due to 
copyright restrictions. The informa-
tion removed is interactive instal-
lation The Kenun Cloud  by  HFour 
Studio, 2017. Available at https://
hfour.ca/portfolio-item/asics-cloud/ 
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2.2.2 The Virtual Aquarium (2017): Interactive marine-themed expe-
riences for the BC Children’s Hospital  
The Virtual Aquarium (2017), is an award-winning [21] marine-themed 
interactive experience designed by NGX Interactive, which was de-
signed to distract, entertain and educate young patients and their 
parents while they await medical treatment at BC Children’s Hos-
pital. This project explores implementing experimental interactive 
experience design in the public space. By introducing interactivity 
to the public space, and handing over interactivity to the audience, 
The Virtual Aquarium (2017) transformed the original experience in 
the hospital waiting room. 
The Virtual Aquarium (2017) soothes spirits and banishes the boredom 
that patients typically experience in waiting rooms. The computer 
graphics of various animated marine creatures in this installation 
work are interactive upon the changes of children’s different gestures 
and positions. The installation is built to illustrate a story of a sea 
turtle navigating its way in the Pacific Northwest. Embodied Facil-
itation, one of the subcategories of tangible interaction, was imple-
mented in this project as it built the configuration of physical space 
and objects, and the representation was built on users’ experience 
(Hornecker and Buur, 2006, p.441). Through showcasing the won-
ders of the ocean, the installation lessened the tension of children.
From the visual design perspective, the theme of marine life pre-
sented a calming yet lively digital experience to the audience (cf. 
Figure 11 & 12). On the one hand, a natural source and the presence 
of a natural element has been proven by rigorous scientific empiri-
cal data that it could have a positive impact on calming people and 
reducing stress (Browning et al., 2014, p.9). On the other hand, in 
this research topic, digital art has the advantage of enlarging the 
Images Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 11 & Figure 12] NGX Interactive, 
The Virtual Aquarium, 2017. (https://ngx-
interactive.com/work/bc-childrens-hos-
pital-virtual-aquarium-and-mobile-web-
site/) and (https://www.bcchf.ca/finding 
-calm-emergency-department). Used by 
permission of NGX Interactive.
[21]  “Summit International Award – Emerg-
ing Media – Innovator Award (Silver)” and 
“Vancouver UX Awards - UX for Good – 
Finalist – Gesture Virtual Aquarium”. Data 
from (https://goo.gl/BPqmp8)
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visual effects through the use of diverse interactive technologies. 
In this installation, the use of a large scale screen and projection 
brought users a sense of calm and peace. According to Jan Beringer, 
the Experience Design Lead at NGX Interactive, the creation of The 
Virtual Aquarium followed a human-centred design process, includ-
ing co-creation sessions with children and their parents and us-
er-testing sessions for early prototypes. [22] These user experience 
design methods helped NGX Interactive to define the visual design 
style and clarify what works the best for the target audience, thus 
making The Virtual Aquarium (2017) a memorable and human-cen-
tred digital experience.
From the interaction design perspective, The Virtual Aquarium (2017) 
grasped the objectives of designing a mindful interaction for users’ 
needs. And it is the part which has the potential of implementing 
user experience design methodologies and ideations into the cre-
ative process of experimental works. The interaction design in this 
project used the movement of the children’s body as the “input”, 
while the graphics of marine animals’ motions changes as the “out-
put”. In other words, this work was co-created by the children who 
interact with the marine life on the installation, and it could be seen 
as an act of “creating” the art together. According to the studies by 
Bell and Robbins, a simple act of creating a work of art can produce 
dramatic reductions in a negative mood, and these reductions can 
be attributed specifically to the production of art rather than to its 
viewing (2007, p.75). The physical movement of the user enlarged 
the interaction between human and the digital device, which added 
up to an embodied digital experience for the users. This idea inspired 
the studio project Tree of Life (2018), which also explored an embod-
ied interactive experience in the public space through users’ actions.
[22] From project interview session with 
Michelle Yao (the author) and NGX Interac-
tive, June 2019.
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2.2.3 Universe of Water Particles on Au-delà des limites (2018): An artistic 
expression of the relationship between human and nature
Universe of Water Particles on Au-delà des limites (2018) (a.k.a UWPA) 
is an interactive digital installation by teamLab. An enormous wa-
terfall cascades down throughout the space of “Au-delà des lim-
ites”[23] as it transcends the boundaries and sometimes affects oth-
er works. Its visual design style, the “linear” water flow, is one of 
the most famous “teamLab style” computer graphics (cf. Figure 13 
- 16). This work explores a new relationship between humans and 
nature, and between oneself and the world through digital art, and 
also inspired my experimental work Let it Rain (2018). 
UWPA (2018) is an artistic installation that fits in the scope of Spa-
tial Interaction, as did the first case study, The Kenun Cloud (2017). 
But UWPA (2018) focused more on performative expression rather 
than full-body movement. A waterfall and flowers were the theme 
of the visual design, creating a beautiful digital scene of nature. Wa-
ter is represented by calculating the interactions between a contin-
uous flow of hundreds of thousands of water particles. Then, lines 
were drawn in relation to the behaviour of the water particles. The 
accumulation of these lines expressed the waterfall. The cumula-
tion of lines that represented the work was then “flattened” in line 
with what teamLab defines as a “ultrasubjective” space. 
The interaction design in this work followed the theme of team-
Lab: exploring the new relationship between humans and nature 
through digital technology, which is another aspect this research is 
longing to explore. This concept of creating an alternative experi-
ence in the digital world from real life also was widely applied in the 
creation of interactive experiences, such as The Rain Room (2012) by 
Random International [24], which reversed the common sense in 
[23] Literally translated from French as ‘Be-
yond the Limit’.
[24] Random International, The Rain Room, 
2012 (https://goo.gl/Q9cdBq).
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real life which people will get wet when walking in the rain. Sim-
ilarly, in the work UWPA(2018), teamLab reversed the situation in 
the tangible world in which humans cannot change the direction of 
the waterfall. The presence of participants in this digital experience 
become one of the elements in the waterfall scene: rocks. When 
people stood on or touched the waterfall, they obstructed the flow 
of water like a rock and the flow of water changes. The flow of water 
continued to transform due to the interaction of people. Previous 
visual states could never be replicated, and were never the same. 
Similarly, this non-repetitive interaction was also explored in my 
project Let it Rain (2018).
UWPA (2018) is an interactive installation which was not designed 
for a particular use case. However, its unique visual style and inter-
action ideas influenced all the design works in this thesis: from the 
visual design of the “waterfall” to the interaction idea of not simply 
providing an I/O relationship between the artwork and the partici-
pant, but instead letting the participant become a part of the inter-
active system, redefining the structure of the generated graphics. 
The creator of UWPA (2018), teamLab, describes themselves as an 
interdisciplinary group of “ultratechnologists whose collaborative 
practice seeks to navigate the confluence of art, science, technol-
ogy, design and the natural world” (teamLab, 2017). They put for-
ward that the presence of interactive digital technology has allowed 
art to liberate itself from the physical and transcend boundaries, 
thus enabling borderless creativity and imagination. This concept 
was one of the most influential ideas for this thesis exploration.
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 13 & Figure 14 & Figure 15 & Figure 
16] teamLab, Universe of Water Particles 
on Au-delà des limites, 2018. https://www.
teamlab.art/e/lavillette
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Figure 13 has been removed due to copyright 
restrictions. The information removed is inter-
active installation Universe of Water Particles 
on Au-delà des limites by teamLab, 2018. Avail-
able at https://www.teamlab.art/e/lavillette
Figure 14 has been 
removed due to copy-
right restrictions. The 
information removed 
is interactive installa-
tion Universe of Water 
Particles on Au-delà 
des limites by team-
Lab, 2018. Available at 
https://www.teamlab.
art/e/lavillette
Figure 15  has been 
removed due to copy-
right restrictions. The 
information removed 
is interactive installa-
tion Universe of Water 
Particles on Au-delà 
des limites by team-
Lab, 2018. Available at 
https://www.teamlab.
art/e/lavillette
Figure 16 has been 
removed due to copy-
right restrictions. The 
information removed 
is interactive installa-
tion Universe of Water 
Particles on Au-delà 
des limites by team-
Lab, 2018. Available at 
https://www.teamlab.
art/e/lavillette
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2.2.4 DOME (2018): An Immersive Meditation Experience
DOME (2018) is an immersive audio-visual meditation experience 
which enlightened the creation of project StarSpace (2018) in this 
thesis. During the meditation experience, participants were given 
clear instructions by a professional meditation instructor, also ac-
companied by background therapeutic music which was composed 
by Mark Nazemi, one of the co-founders of a Vancouver-based 
interactive studio, to:Resonate. The generative and abstract vi-
sual contents were audio-reactive to the background music, and 
were rendered and changed in real-time without delay, as well as 
time-lapsed, creating randomness and change. Large scale projec-
tion-mapped graphics and surround sound allowed participants to 
travel inward to their deepest inner space, and helped them con-
centrate on the mindfulness practice.
This work revealed how to implement design methods and think-
ing into the creation of an experimental digital experience. The 
design objective of DOME (2018) was to create a peaceful and sub-
tle interaction. This spatial immersive experience was built upon 
Embodied Facilitation (Hornecker and Buur, 2006, p.441), which 
was tailored to the user experience of mindfulness practice. Being 
inside of a planetarium and looking at the generative graphics on 
the 360-degree dome, DOME (2018) provided participants with a 
sense of the infinite, and of wonder. 
However, looking at this experience design critically, the visual 
design of DOME (2018) could be optimized. The visual design of 
DOME (2018) was generative abstract mesh or lines, which were 
expanding according to the rhythm of the meditation and back-
ground music. Nonetheless, during the meditation, the generative 
visuals were not calming, but a bit scary and stressful as it was “ap-
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 17 & Figure 18] Poster for DOME, 
2018, https://goo.gl/etVbHG. Used by per-
mission of Mark Nazemi.
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proaching” the participants. There was even some screaming in 
the audience due to fear. The other unpleasant experience was the 
timeline of the event. As a meditation practice, forty-five minutes 
was too long; half of the audience started chatting or sighing after 
the first twenty minutes. Gathering those insights, these aspects 
are optimized in my final thesis project StarSpace (2018). From a 
user experience design perspective, this can be considered as an it-
erative design process, where the designer learned from the previ-
ous projects, and optimized the experience through iterations.
Overall, the DOME (2018) immersive meditation experience was 
successful in its cinematography techniques, as well as its business 
revenue, which showed the potential of experimental interactive 
experience design. Upon entering the planetarium, people were 
lining up, and almost all the seats inside were full, which marked 
the success in its popularity among Vancouverites. According to 
the comments after the event and the feedback online[25], most par-
ticipants commented on the event to be “stunning” and “unforget-
table”. However, the DOME (2018) experience can be optimized in 
both visual design and interaction design; the visual design could 
be more calming and less abstract, and the generative graphics 
could be more “interactive” with the most important element of 
a guided meditation, the instructor’s voice, rather than the back-
ground soundtrack only.
2.2.5 Summary
Four projects in the case studies provide a practical creative pro-
cess of designing an experimental interactive experience. All the 
projects had different design objectives but also included shared 
ideation: interactive digital experience beyond the “screen”. On 
the one hand, they were designed for different use case scenarios: 
[25] https://www.facebook.com/
events/294699371131393/
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an offline branding campaign (The Kenun Could (2017)); an instal-
lation in the public space (The Virtual Aquarium (2017)); an artistic 
interactive exhibition (UWPA (2018)), and a meditation experience 
(DOME (2018)). On the other hand, these interactive works shared 
the common mechanism of implementing tangible interactions 
and applying hybrid interactive technologies, like all my studio 
projects in this thesis. They provided insights on how to leverage 
the creativity and flexible artistic side of experimental interaction 
design to achieve the goals in different experiences, as well as pro-
viding the technical directions in interactive experiences’ creation.
Furthermore, these case studies also showed the potential of this 
thesis topic - experimental digital experience design, based on 
their success commercially or artistically. In all the projects, the 
result of high user engagement, and the creation of a shared im-
mersive experience while keeping the spatial awareness of the par-
ticipants, were the highlights as the theoretical answer to the the-
sis question of exploring the specialties of the tangible interactive 
experience compared to the digital experience on the screen or in 
the virtual space. The creation of these experimental experiences 
has the potential for business revenue and social innovation. than 
screen-based digital experience. 
However, this thesis needs to explore further in the areas where the 
case studies were not covered. From the four case studies, the thesis 
question of how to leverage user experience design methodologies 
in the process of designing an experimental interactive experience 
was not able to be answered clearly. Based on the enlightenment 
and theoretical knowledge gained from the case studies, I will fur-
ther investigate this part in the next chapter.
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This chapter draws attention to the practice-based creation in the 
thesis exploration. Starting from works by industry pioneers through 
case studies, this practice-based research explores the thesis ques-
tion of how to leverage UX design methodologies in the process of 
designing an experimental interactive experience. 
Four experimental interactive experiences were designed and pro-
totyped. Three of them were exploratory projects which were the 
“learning” and “seeking” phases of the research, and one final project 
was the “learning outcome”. Each project embedded tangible inter-
actions into the creation, and leveraged various interactive technolo-
gies. They all followed the overall methodologies of “experience pro-




“Experience prototyping” is a methodology and ideation which was 
put forward by designers Marion Buchenau and Jane Fulton Suri at 
IDEO[26]. The goal of experience prototyping is to test the key ac-
tivity of the experience process (Buchenau and Suri, 2000, p.424). 
Buchenau and Suri divided the process of experience prototyping 
into three stages: understanding existing experiences, exploring de-
sign ideas and communicating design concepts (2000, p.424). While 
inheriting the ideation of prototyping from UX design, experience 
prototyping provides a workable framework for designing a test-
III. Research Approach and 
Practice-based research
[26] IDEO is an international design and 
consulting firm founded in Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia, in 1991. (https://www.ideo.com/)
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able prototype for different projects, and using that to simulate and 
foresee the outcome of an experience. All four interactive works in 
this chapter took this framework as the principle of designing, test-
ing and iterating. Although they were not in the scope of traditional 
usability-driven UX design, experience prototyping bridged the gap 
of UX design methodologies and the experimental interactive design 
development.
3.1.2 Reflection-In-Action 
Another overarching methodology in this practice-based exploration 
is Reflection-In-Action thinking. Donald Schön (1983) stated in his 
work The Reflective Practitioner that practice is an exploration in which 
the practitioner seeks to come to terms with a given creative task. 
Based on the insights from reflection-in-action practice, the design-
er optimizes each project individually through iterations, and uses 
what they have learnt in the creation of the next project. According 
to Schön, reflection-in-action is not driven by the unexpected but by 
the desire to learn from experience: it is a discipline rather than a ne-
cessity for further action (1983). 
In this thesis, design practice and interactive project development 
dominated the whole research process, and it was the constant cre-
ation, reflection and iteration that made the research more solid 
and profound. In the creation of all four interactive projects, reflec-
tion-in-action was applied in the design practice, representing the 
process of thinking, making and reflecting critically on each project’s 
outcome. 
[23] Literally translated from French as ‘Be-
yond the Limit’.
[24] Random International, The Rain Room, 
2012 (https://goo.gl/Q9cdBq).
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3.2 Exploratory Interactive Experience Design Prototypes 
This part of practice-based exploration contains three exploratory in-
teractive experience design prototypes: You Can’t Touch This (2018), Tree of 
Life (2018) and Let it Rain (2018). These three experience designs were in-
spired by the projects described in the case studies chapter.
The creation of these three projects is the learning process of im-
plementing UX design methods through prototyping experimental 
interactive projects. Although each project was not a well-polished 
product like those in the case studies chapter, they were designed 
and guided by the ideation of experience prototyping and iterated 
through reflection-in-action process. The hands-on design practice 
and prototyping brought this thesis exploration to a higher level of 
experience design, where the theoretical framework of experimental 
interactive design became reality.
3.2.1 You Can’t Touch This (2018): An Interactive Offline Retail Expe-
rience
You Can’t Touch This (2018) is an experimental brand campaign de-
signed for Vans, which provides the customer an interactive retail ex-
perience inside the store. Inspired by The Kenun Cloud (2017) by HFour 
Design, You Can’t Touch This (2018) spreads brand identity through 
playful and engaging interactions among the viewers, who also are 
the potential customers. You Can’t Touch This (2018) is an installation 
exploring Spatial Interaction (see chatper 2.1.1), where tangible in-
teraction is embedded in real space (Hornecker and Buur, 2006). 
Upon coming closer and touching the “button” on the installation 
wall -- the letters “touch ME”, woven with conductive thread - a 
series of Vans’ product illustrations pop up on the blank wall. This 
work also applies a series hybrid interactive technology including 
Sparkfun Makey-Makey board [27] as the microcontroller, conductive 
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 19] Overall effect of the installation 
You Can’t Touch this, 2018
[Figure 20 & Figure 21] The prototyping 
tools and the detail of You Can’t Touch 
This, 2018.
[27] Makey-Makey is an electronic board 
sold by Sparkfun, which turns any con-
ductive objects into “keys” on a keyboard. 
(https://goo.gl/g9TmWH)
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thread and projection-mapping techniques. Projection mapping the 
products right in front of people who interact with the work closely 
provides the potential customer with a more profound impression 
through tangible interactions. This experience spreads Vans’ brand 
identity and product style in a more engaging way than a view-on-
ly print banner or video commercial, creating an “Instagrammable” 
place in store.
You Can’t Touch This (2018) was my first practice-based exploration into 
tangible interactive technologies in experience design. The design ob-
jective was to “show the brand identity through playful interactions,” 
as well as transcend the sensations of the participants. Usually, when 
people enter a store for fashion and apparel brands, the products are 
displayed on the shelves in a static way. However, using electronics to 
embed interactivity into the work, and using projectors to enlarge the 
computer graphics, You Can’t Touch This (2018) provides the participant 
with an immersive and playful experience.
The creative process also involved UX design methodologies. The 
creation of You Can’t Touch This (2018) took only one week from ide-
ation to finish through rapid prototyping (Hanington and Martin, 
2012). Starting from the design objective, the key interaction of the 
experience could be quickly identified, and the proper electronics 
chosen to prototype the experience. Rapid prototyping is a UX design 
method widely used in many industries, which leads to the creation 
of the “minimum viable product” (MVP) - an early stage of a product 
which includes basic features and awaits iteration and optimizations 
(Ries, 2009). The goal of rapid prototyping is to prototype the key 
experience of the product through quick and easy techniques. In the 
showcase of You Can’t Touch This (2018), the participants were all en-
gaged with this playful prototype, keen to touch and interact with it. 
Vans’ illustrations on the wall and the background music were trig-
gered by the participants’ actions. including playing with the instal-
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lation in unexpected ways as some of them tried to develop a rhythm 
upon changing the frequency of touching the “button”. 
The development and build process of You Can’t Touch This (2018) also 
followed rapid prototyping and “hacking” methods. In this project, 
the input was the action of the user touching both letters “M” and “E”, 
which were woven by a conductive thread. By connecting the conduc-
tive thread with the input pins in the SparkFun Makey-Makey board, 
the board can return a keycode to a computer. Then by using Process-
ing, a software to code within the context of the visual arts, to control 
the pre-rendered videos and graphics created in Adobe After Effects, 
we can control the sequence of these visuals the keycode inputted. 
Finally, to amplify the visual designs, projection mapping techniques 
were used to align and enlarge the graphics onto the wall. SparkFun 
Makey-Makey board is known for quick prototyping and one of the 
easiest-to-learn yet powerful microcontroller for all age groups. This 
project leveraged the advantage that this board can turn any conduc-
tive material into a key on the keyboard, and this allowed the designer 
to create and prototype the experience quickly.
You Can’t Touch This (2018) still has a lot of space for improvement. As 
a prototyping version for an interactive branding campaign, the most 
significant obstacle was not being able to put the work into actual use 
for a brand. The success of The Kenun Cloud (2017) as a pop-up cam-
paign not only lies in its glamorous display but also in its role of busi-
ness revenue for the brand, missing from You Can’t Touch This (2018) 
since it was an experimental prototype but not an actual commercial 
campaign. Secondly, both interaction design and visual design could 
be improved: The electronics (SparkFun Makey-Makey board) re-
quired participants to touch the conductive letters with both hands, 
which was confusing for them; the visual and sound design could be 
more polished, dynamic and avoiding repetition.
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3.2.2 Tree of Life (2018): A “Magical” and Playful Painting
Tree of Life (2018) is an interactive painting which becomes a complete 
artwork upon the participation of the interactors. It challenges the tradi-
tional linear communication between the viewer and the artwork, and re-
defines the idea of hanging a painting in a room for decoration purposes. 
Tree of Life (2018) enables dynamic interactions between the painting and 
the viewers: upon touching different branches of the tree on the paint-
ing, Tree of Life (2018) triggers different animations and sounds, creating 
a “wonderland” experience for people. Being installed in a public space, 
Tree of Life (2018) hopes to bring a sense of life and hope as the project The 
Virtual Aquarium (2017) (see chapter 2.2.2).
Inspired by The Virtual Aquarium (2017), Tree of Life (2018) creates dynamic 
visual effects through tangible interactions. Its creation explored the sub-
category of tangible interaction: Embodied Facilitation, which refers to the 
physical system setup or configuration of space and objects (Hornecker and 
Buur, 2006, p.441). Touching different branches on the “tree” triggers differ-
ent pre-rendered animations and sounds which were projection-mapped 
onto the canvas space, resonating with the original tree on the painting. 
The technical development of Tree of Life (2018) went through several it-
erations for optimizing the user experience. Following the concept of ex-
perience prototyping (Buchenau and Suri, 2000), the MVP version of this 
project was completed with the same electronic as the project You Can’t 
Touch This (2018) - a SparkFun Makey-Makey board. However, based on 
observation and feedback from several interviews after the showcase, 
most people expressed their frustration and confusion about the interac-
tion (holding one wire on the one hand, and touch the painting with the 
other hand) as the drawback of using this electronic board. 
Following the of reflect-in-action process in the thesis exploration, Tree of 
Life (2018) version II was completed with the optimization in electronics 
and interaction design, and was installed in the lobby inside Emily Carr 
University campus during studio open day 2018. The refinement of Tree 
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 22 & 23 & 24 & 25] Tree of Life (2018) 
during studio critic showcase at Emily Carr 
University, 2018.
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of Life (2018) allowed it to be more usable and playful, meeting the needs 
of encountering more people by being installed in a public space. The 
original Sparkfun Makey-Makey board was replaced by an Arduino Nano 
board [28], with an integrated library, ADC touch [29] coded in it. Moreover, 
a bluetooth module was connected to the electronic board, enabling wire-
less serial communication between the artwork and the computer, pro-
viding the viewer a better visual and interactive experience.
This change in the build process optimized the experience of Tree of Life 
(2018) and made it into a well-finished piece, as well as lowered the pro-
duction budget. On the one hand, Arduino boards (Arduino Uno, Ardu-
ino Nano, or other electronics with Atmega328 chip) cost less than the 
Sparkfun Makey-Makey board, and have much more related open-source 
projects for reference. On the other hand, the Arduino ADC library allows 
users to create a capacitive sensor without any external hardware, which 
means when the microcontroller is connected to a capacitive materi-
al, without having to create a closed circuit by touching both input and 
ground pins, the microcontroller will be able to return the data we need. In 
this way, the confusion of having to touch both the painting and the other 
wire at the same time in the Tree of Life (2018) experience was solved.
This project took a further step into the exploration of leveraging UX de-
sign methods into the creation of a tangible interactive project from the 
aspect of refinement and iterative process. Methodologies like usability 
testing, surveys and interviews are the most common qualitative meth-
ods from UX design to identify potential problem of the prototype, and 
gather feedback for validating the product design. In the scope of this the-
sis exploration, Tree of Life (2018) was iterated from an early prototype to 
a more durable and polished product using the same methods. However, 
the creation of Tree of Life (2018) still had limitations, providing viewers 
with limited visual effects since it was just three pre-rendered videos. The 
repetitive visual effects caused boredom after few minutes of playing and 
interacting. After reflecting on this project, the visual design in the later 
creation in this thesis was improved by using generative computer graph-
ics, creating more changes and randomness.
Images Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 26 & Figure 27] Tree of Life (2018) 
version II was installed in the hallway during 
Emily Carr Studio Open Day 2018.
[28] The Arduino Nano is a small, complete, 
and breadboard-friendly board based 
on the ATmega328P (Arduino Nano 3.x). 
(https://goo.gl/Bvs9ze) 
[29] ADC touch is an Arduino library, 
source: https://github.com/martin2250/
ADCTouch
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3.2.3 Let It Rain (2018) A Room-Scale Interactive Installation
Let it Rain (2018) is a room-scale installation which transcends reality. 
It provides participants a unique experience of controlling the volume 
of the “rain” by changing their hand gestures. Inspired by the UWPA 
(2018) by teamLab (see chapter 2.2.3) , Let It Rain (2018) invites people 
to a digital wonderland, able to interact with “rain” with their small 
hand gestures as they could not in real life. It is the most popular work 
in the three experimental projects in this chapter, which was photo-
graphed and shared on social media by participants. It has the poten-
tial of being installed as an artistic piece in a public space or pop-up 
show for entertainment purposes.
Let it Rain (2018) seeks the possibility of reversing the expectation of 
users, providing unexpected results based on everyday interactions. 
This idea references the project UWPA (2018) by teamLab and Rain 
Room (2012) by Random International, providing users with unex-
pected feedback as the output, while they conduct a familiar interac-
tion to the system as the input. It explores the idea of Embodied Facil-
itation in tangible interaction (Hornecker and Buur, 2006, p.441), as 
the participants interact with the physical object and space, but meta-
phorically in software space -- the participants’ hand gestures are the 
input to the interactive computer system in which the “rain” and the 
“water ripples” are generated through code. The minor interaction of 
hand gesture changes was expanded by a projector to an room-scale 
immersive rain, providing the participants a shared interactive expe-
rience with the awareness of spatiality.
Learning from these past projects, the experience of Let It Rain (2018) 
was optimized in regards to a few substantial problems. Based on feed-
back from the first two experimental projects, the pre-rendered visual 
design sometimes results in boredom among the participants, and Let 
It Rain (2018) improved on this through developing generative computer 
graphics. By creating a particle system in the software Touchdesigner 
[30] and controlling the interactivity through a Leap Motion sensor [31], 
the visual effects each participant creates is diverse and never repetitive.
The use of Touchdesigner was a breakthrough in the technical devel-
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 28 & 29 & 30 & 31] Let It Rain (2018) 
during studio critic in April 2018.
[30] TouchDesigner is a node based visual 
programming language for real time inter-
active multimedia content, developed by 
the Toronto-based company Derivative.
(https://www.derivative.ca/)
[31] Leap Motion is a hardware sensor de-
vice that supports hand and finger motions 
as input, without requiring hand contact 
with the device.(https://www.leapmotion.
com/)
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opment of this thesis exploration. In the project You Can’t Touch This 
(2018) and Tree of Life (2018), pre-rendered computer graphics were 
used and were controlled through Processing. However, both the re-
petitive visual experience and laggy CPU performance from Process-
ing can affect the overall user experience and limit the creation. With 
Touchdesigner, designers can use a node-based visual system to cre-
ate GPU-driven generative graphics, which is significantly faster than 
CPU-driven generative graphics in Processing. Moreover, for design-
ers who are not confident with coding, Touchdesigner is a great tool 
for visual learners as it does not require coding for basic productions.
The iteration and improvement came from the iterative thinking men-
tioned throughout this thesis exploration, following the reflect-in-ac-
tion process. This was not only restricted to the current project, but also 
to gathering knowledge from past experience design projects. More-
over, it also inherited the idea of iterative design in UX design practice. 
In the creation process of Let It Rain (2018), UX design methods were not 
closely involved, but provided me a core concept of the project ideation, 
and guidance to create an unforgettable aesthetic to the participants.
However, Let It Rain(2018) still has a lot of space for improvement. 
As a multi-person experience, everyone could see the changes of the 
rain as one participant moved his/her hand. However, the rest of the 
group could not interact with the system at the same time. This might 
cause boredom of the users over a period of time. With this insight, the 
designs of interactivity in future projects can be more accessible to a 
multi-person scenario, adding randomness to the generative graph-
ics.
3.2.4 Analysis and Findings 
Each project in this chapter shows the process of learning, iterating 
and optimizing. They all experimented with Embodied Facilitation 
and Spatial Interaction in tangible interaction (Hornecker and Buur, 
2006), which is the scope of interactive design in this thesis. And each 
of the projects leveraged different interactive technologies, including 
different microcontrollers and sensors, as well as different mediums 
including digital fabrication, illustration, and animation design. Ob-
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servation of each showcased project demonstrates that all are highly 
engaging interactive experiences by sharing ludic or spontaneous-
ly playful interactions. The feedback collection and interviews con-
ducted of the participants proved that these experimental interactive 
works have the flexibility of artistic expression and creativity. 
Most importantly, these three projects explore the implementation UX 
design methods into the creation process. Several methods like bodys-
torming and rapid prototyping were woven into the process of creating 
the interactive experience. Moreover, methods like observation, in-
terviewing and surveying were useful for gathering feedback from the 
participants. Through these UX methods, and the mindset, I was able 
to pinpoint the weaknesses of each project by referencing participants’ 
frustrations and confusion when they interact with the system, as well 
as document the rewarding moment when participants engaged with 
the prototype with joy. These ideas were then iterated in the next project 
by following this UX mindset and the “reflect-in-action” process. 
In conclusion, the three exploratory projects have paved the way for 
this thesis exploration. The use of hybrid interactive technologies and 
shared the creation process of UX design can create digital experienc-
es not only on the digital screens but also in the tangible spaces.This 
transition of interactivity from the screen to tangible spaces proposed 
new opportunities for designers and developers to create a shared, 
memorable and engaging experiences for people.
Table Top 
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3.3 Final Thesis Project
After studying the in-depth case studies and prototyping three ex-
ploratory design projects, project StarSpace (2018) brought this the-
sis exploration to a higher level. StarSpace (2018) is an immersive 
spatial meditation experience as well as a design research project, 
also the final thesis project. This project gathered insights from 
Embodied Facilitation and Spatial Interaction in tangible interac-
tion design theory (Hornecker and Buur, 2006, p.437). StarSpace 
(2018) optimized the experience from the previous three projects 
based on user feedback and the critical self-reflections led by the 
reflection-in-action research methodology (Schön, 1983). More-
over, this final thesis project also improved in the visual and in-
teraction design aspects based on more advanced creative coding 
and interactive developement skills. The creation process of this 
project delved further into the thesis question, investigating how to 
leverage UX design methods in tangible and experimental interac-
tive design, and its strength compared to screen-based interactive 
digital experience.
3.3.1 The Creation Process and Project Objectives
StarSpace (2018) is inspired by the project DOME (2018), and the 
curiosity of bridging digital design and well-being. The project’s 
objective is to provide participants a more calming and engaging 
experience for their meditation practice, compared to using digital 
screen-based tools.
This project followed UX design methodologies throughout the 
two-week creation process. As learned from the past experimen-
tal projects, the development of tangible interactive design takes 
a relatively long time, and is harder to iterate than screen-based 
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 32] Low-fidelity Concept Sketch on 
Paper of StarSpace (2018)
[Figure 33 & Figure 34] Static Computer 
Graphic Sketches of StarSpace (2018)
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designs. To avoid the waste of time in the early phase of creation, 
a series of few low-fidelity sketches and static computer graphics 
were created prior to the high-fidelity interactive prototypes. The 
overall visual design principle was to create an infinite space al-
lowing participants’ minds to swim freely, and subtle and mild in-
teraction without distracting the audience throughout their medi-
tation experience. As Browning et al. (2014) posit, patterns which 
originate from nature can have calming effects, helping people to 
reduce stress and anxiety (p.9). The sketches were shown during 
studio class for design critique and feedback. Then the visual and 
interactive development kicked off after the idea of “starry sky and 
aurora” was confirmed.
At the same time, a design probe was distributed three days ahead 
of the meditation experience to each participant who signed up for 
the event. Each participant was given a toolkit containing three en-
velopes, each with instruction cards and a pencil inside. The two 
objectives of handing out this design probe were:
1) Comparative Analysis: The first and second envelope con-
tained instructions for downloading HeadSpace[32] and practice 
a three-minute meditation. Since the objective of this design re-
search project is to “provide participants a more calming and en-
gaging experience for their meditation practice compared with 
using digital screen-based tools,” user feedback from the screen-
based tool was the first step for gathering data.
2) Provide Feedback for the Design: While the first two envelopes 
were directing each participant to practice mindfulness on Head-
Space, the instructions in the third envelope played the role of re-
cording and gathering user feedback. People were asked to fill in 
the same rating sheet after experiencing the StarSpace (2018) medi-
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 35 & 36 & 37] Design Probe for 
the participants before the showcase of 
StarSpace (2018)
[32] Headspace is an English-American 
online healthcare company, specializing in 
meditation.(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Headspace_(company))
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tation experience. From this point, we can draw a basic conclusion 
of the research objectives.
3) Co-creation: Inside this probe, there are also open-ended ques-
tions for participants to fill out, including their definition of “in-
finite space” and their preference of natural scene. This provided 
inspiration for the project and for the future of visual design in 
health and well-being related digital projects. 
StarSpace (2018) was presented at Emily Carr University of Art+De-
sign to sixteen participants at the project showcase day. It con-
tained two parts: a star background footage and real-time rendered 
audio-reactive aurora light. During the StarSpace (2018) experience, 
participants practiced mindfulness while listening to the same 
soundtrack by HeadSpace, but in an immersive projection-mapped 
room together. Apart from the narrator’s voice guiding the medi-
tation, background soundtracks were delicately designed to opti-
mize the user experience of meditation. Natural white noise was 
composed into the meditation audio throughout the experience, as 
well as two background soundtracks at the beginning and the end 
of the experience, providing the participants a smooth transition in 
and out of the meditation experience. And the audio-reactive auro-
ra, which reacts to the audio of all the sounds, was coded in GLSL 
shading language by visual artist Jimmz Zhang [33]. The star footage, 
which was composed in TouchDesigner through particle system, 
rendered two thousand stars which move and travel over the sky in 
a subtle way. 
The development process of this project followed the workflow 
and pipeline from the project Let it Rain (2018). Both projects used 
Touchdesigner, a generative art software to create a GPU-driven 
particle system. Moreover, the project StarSpace (2018) added an 
Images Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 38] Instruction Card of Day One in 
the Design Probe for StartSpace(2018)
[Figure 39 & 40] Instruction Card (partial, 
see appendix for the whole sets of cards) 
of Project Feedback in the Design Probe 
for StarSpace (2018)
[Figure 41] Instruction Card of Day Two in 
the Design Probe for StarSpace (2018)
[33]  http://www.jimmzzhang.com/
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extra layer for interactivity - the audio-reactive particles. This 
was a unique generative art technique that can be done in various 
software, like Processing or Touchdesigner. Following the open-
source online community and tutorial resources, we can analyze 
an audio clip and create different visual sequences according to 
the rhythm. With this technique and the open-source community, 
every designer can follow the well-structured guidance and create 
stunning audio-visual projects. 
3.3.2 User Feedback and Project Impact
From the three-day experience of the StarSpace (2018) design re-
search project, fourteen valid design probes were collected for data 
interpretation. The data showed that: 
Compared to the individual meditation experience on the mobile 
app HeadSpace, users in this test group (fourteen Emily Carr Stu-
dents) concentrated better and felt more calm during the installa-
tion meditation experience of StarSpace (2018).
The methodology of interpreting data followed a series of qualita-
tive design research methods (Collins, 2010, p.169), yet combined 
methods used in scientific research to make the results more cred-
ible and objective. In all fourteen valid questionnaires handed out 
during the three days of experience, there were four positive de-
scriptions and four negative ones (see Figure 34 for details). This 
way of structuring the questionnaire seems redundant, but it can 
avoid the bias if showing only participant positive or negative de-
scriptions, rather than both. Each question was rated by the partic-
ipant from “Totally Disagree” to “Totally Agree”. The way to inter-
pret all the data is to turn this verbal description into variables from 
minus two to positive two:
Images Right (Clockwise)
[Figure 42 & 43 & 44 & 45] Documentation 
Photo of the Showcase of StarSpace (2018)
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In this case, the qualitative responses can be converted to quantitative 
data. This method of interpreting data can provide other designers and 
researchers a more direct way of analysing the results and evaluating 
the project impact. If the score for the first four questions (positive de-
scription) is closer to positive two, it means that it has positive feed-
back. Conversely, for the other four questions (negative description), if 
it’s closer to minus two, it means it has a positive impact as well.
The objective of this research is to see whether this medium can make 
a positive impact on health and well-being related experiences. From 
the average for all fourteen participants on the first four questions 
(positive description) and last four questions (negative description) 
on the three days of experience, we can see there is a positive trend. 
However, as we take a closer look at the individual trend of each par-
ticipant, the result varies. Meditation experience is a very dynamic, 
complex and subjective phenomenon. It depends upon the percep-
tion of multiple sensory qualities of design, interpreted through fil-
ters relating to contextual factors. In the StarSpace (2018) experience, 
there was no absolute “successful experience” for all participants, but 
when we focus on the overall trend and feedback, we can gather in-
sights that StarSpace (2018) succeeds in creating an engaging experi-
ence for meditation from its immersive visual and audio design. This 
engagement can be leveraged into various cases for use in health and 
well-being related events and activities, like DOME (2018) in the case 
studies chapter.
Images Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 46 & 47] Infographic of the Overall 
Experience Trend of All Participants for 
StarSpace (2018)
[Figure 48 & 49] Infographic of the Individ-
ual Experience Trend of All Participants for 
StarSpace (2018)
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3.3.3 Conclusion and Critical Reflections
The final thesis project in this chapter represents the learning out-
comes for the key research question initially proposed at the start 
of this document:
 
How can we leverage user experience design methodologies into experimen-
tal experience design, where the focus is no longer on usability but on creative 
expression through interactions? 
UX design methods are efficient and valuable in both forms of 
traditional and experimental tangible interaction design, while 
designers have to tweak the methodologies in the creation of the 
latter. Learning from the drawbacks in the three exploratory proj-
ects (You Can’t Touch This (2018), Tree of Life (2018) and Let it Rain 
(2018)), the final thesis project StarSpace (2018) applied UX design 
methods such as low-fidelity prototyping, design probe and ques-
tionnaires in the creation process. StarSpace (2018) benefited from 
these methods as they accelerated the design process as well as 
letting the designer practice human-centered design. This project 
also explored Embodied Facilitation further in tangible interaction 
(Hornecker and Buur, 2006), and provided participants a non-re-
petitive, generative interactive visual design and immersive digital 
environment. 
While looking at the project StarSpace (2018) critically, the use of UX 
design methods can be improved. Initially, more co-creation ses-
sions and design workshops should be conducted prior to the cre-
ation of the work, like NGX interactive did for The Virtual Aquarium 
(2017) project. This can help the design and researcher know more 
about participants’ needs and build empathy, and it will benefit ei-
ther visual design or interaction design for the project. Secondly, the 
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project lacked user testing sessions and early user feedback. From 
the point of interactive development, it is hard to develop and de-
sign a prototype mimicking the ideal experience. But creating ear-
ly or low-fidelity prototypes can avoid wasting time on the wrong 
creative strategies, making the creation process much more efficient 
(Wong, 1992). This is one of the areas of future direction that this 
thesis wants to explore. Lastly, due to the limitations of space and 
technology, StarSpace (2018) can be showcased better in technical 
ways in the future, like DOME (2018).
3.4 Future Direction - Craft Experiences Through Narrative
The two-year exploration with three exploratory projects and one 
final thesis project is not the end of this thesis research. While 
reflecting critically from every project in both artistic expressions 
and interactive development perspectives, we can see that all four 
projects were focusing mostly on visual and interaction design 
rather than content creation. To design a successful and memora-
ble interactive digital experience, one of the keys is to engage the 
audience continuously throughout the experience, rather than just 
the beginning of it.
Narrative and storytelling are indispensable to enrich the content 
and depth of an interactive experience. The project The Virtual 
Aquarium (2017) from NGX Interactive followed this principle 
of crafting the experience around an engaging story rather than 
glamorous visuals. This also applies to other projects in the case 
studies chapter. As a designer who is always keen to learn more, 
designing the experience through storytelling is one of the future 
directions I would like to pursue and bring this thesis research 
further.
[23] Literally translated from French as ‘Be-
yond the Limit’.
[24] Random International, The Rain Room, 
2012 (https://goo.gl/Q9cdBq).
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3.4.1 2019 Grad Show Project -  Directions of the Tide(2019)
With the passion and motivation to craft an experience through 
storytelling, the project Directions of the Tide (2019) was created at 
the end of this thesis exploration. Directions of the Tide (2019) was a 
twenty-minute live performance showcased in public at the In-
tegrated Motion Capture Studio in Emily Carr University in May 
2019. It contained two parts: (1) non-interactive video projections 
on the walls and (2) an interactive floor projection that mimicked 
a river. The non-interactive video was a series of motion graphics, 
guided by a monologue telling the story of how I was educated and 
raised as a Chinese girl by strict parents. Meanwhile, the interac-
tive floor projection was triggered at certain story points, creating 
an immersive and engaging experience that invited participants to 
enter the “river” and interact with the artwork.
The creation of Directions of the Tide (2018) hoped to invoke an open 
discussion with participants around the relationship between 
individuals and the collective. It was an experience design project; 
an artwork as a metaphor, questioning the relationship between 
individuals and the society they live in; and a critical enquiry about 
a phenomenon in modern Chinese society. The interactive river, 
which consisted of sixty thousand real-time-rendered parti-
cles, could change its shape and direction when the participants 
stepped onto the interaction area. This was a metaphor for whether 
we should live as the majority does (that is, “go with the flow,” just 
like a drop of water in the river) or whether we should challenge 
this idea, and move against the flow. Directions of the Tide (2019) 
creatively explored this complex dynamic between the individual 
and society through tangible interactivity and spatial interaction 
(Hornecker and Buur, 2006, p.440) .
The development of Directions of the Tide (2019) went through a 
Images Right (Left - Right)
[Figure 50 & 51] Details of the interactive 
projection on the floor of the project Dire-
tions of the tide (2019)
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complex process. The interactive river was developed through 
TouchDesigner, and was made up of particles that could change 
their direction and velocity. While the participants were in the 
river, their skeleton and motion data could be captured and sent 
back to the computer through a motion capture sensor, Kinect 2. 
Using this data and applying mathematical formulas, we could 
control the river graphics and change the overall shape and direc-
tion of it. This project also followed the open-source community 
around TouchDesigner users worldwide; this meant the designer 
didn’t have to start from scratch, and therefore helped the designer 
to achieve a lot more when creating a unique project.
Aided by an engaging audio-visual narrative, the Directions of the 
Tide (2019) experience was fully booked during the showcase day 
and received excellent feedback. According to participants, the 
whole experience was “a magnificent and unique creation”. After 
the show, there were a lot of participants posting their thoughts 
and event photos on social media. From the past four projects, we 
can see the weaknesses in content creation and storytelling, but 
Directions of the Tide (2019) stepped forward onto the next level for 
designing an interactive digital experience by engaging the audi-
ence through stories.
Looking forward, embedding stories into experience design will 
be the direction where this thesis research continues. What the 
viewers can remember and keep thinking about after leaving the 
experience are the most vital points of interest for experience de-
signers to consider, even before the early design planning phase. 
Without narrative, even the most glamorous visuals and effects 
are easily forgotten. 
Images Right (Up - Down)
[Figure 52 & 53] Documentation photo of 
the live performance Directions of the tide 
(2019)
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This thesis and the two-year design research explored the oppor-
tunities and creation methodologies of an alternative way of creat-
ing a memorable and beautiful interactive digital experience: using 
physical spaces and tangible objects instead of screens, as the place 
where playful human interaction happens. While the research scope 
of this thesis seems wide, the four case studies helped with narrowing 
down the practice-based design research topics and themes. These 
outstanding works – The Kenun Cloud (2017), The Virtual Aquarium 
(2017), Universe of Water Particles on Au-delà des limites (2018), and 
DOME (2018) – inspired the creation of the four new studio works 
in this thesis as well as the enormous potential this form of interac-
tive experience in the aspects of advertising and branding, health and 
well-being, and public art and exhibitions. 
The four studio works in this thesis showcased the speciality of le-
veraging interactive technologies and explored the unique design 
process of tangible interactive design. The three exploratory projects 
You Can’t Touch This (2018), Tree of Life (2018), and Let it Rain (2018) 
followed the reflect-in-action (Schön, 1983) and experience proto-
typing (Buchenau and Suri, 2000) principles, and were iterated from 
user feedback to improve the experience. While these three projects 
were design prototypes rather than well-finished works, they are the 
fundamental parts of this design exploration. The final thesis project 
StarSpace (2018) used these past experiences and presented a more 
polished interactive experience in front of the audiences. Throughout 
the two years of learning, prototyping, researching and designing, my 
understanding of interaction design and cross-disciplinary studies 
proceeded to a higher level. 
VI. Conclusion
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This practice-based research contributes to the interaction design 
discipline as challenging its scope, and hopes to inspire more young 
designers and local business owners in the Metro Vancouver area to 
adventure. The education curriculum of the Interaction Design major 
at postsecondary institutions like Emily Carr University places em-
phasis on screen-based interaction design or service design to meet 
the needs of fast-growing job markets[34]. Nonetheless, more and 
more young designers and artists are setting their sights on more cre-
ative and playful tangible interactive digital experiences. This form of 
experimental interactive design should be integrated into Interaction 
Design education, since its potential will be enormous. We can back 
this statement by the success of local interactive studios featured in 
this thesis: HFour Design, NGX Interactive and to:Resonate.
Finally, this thesis work is also a cross-disciplinary exploration. By 
combining interactive technologies, media arts and interaction de-
sign, four engaging and creative interactive experiences were created 
for people. Despite the limitations of technical skills and opportu-
nities of showcasing these works in public, all projects in this thesis 
explored the cross-disciplinary design opportunities in the DIY elec-
tronic culture, creative coding, and generative art. It also challenges 
the public in what to expect from a designer; a designer should be a 
creative individual who is not afraid of stepping out of their comfort 
zone, and is bold to experiment with new things, such as cutting-edge 
interactive technologies and programming.
As designers in the creativity industry, we should never let technolo-
gy drive us when designing an experience for people, but we can use 
interactive technology as a tool for helping us to achieve our goal: de-
signing memorable and beautiful interactive experiences for people—
designing their “experience of a lifetime”. [35]
[34]  By referring to this, the author also re-
flected her own education - BA Digital Media 
Art program at Communication University of 
China. And her past work experiences in the 
high-tech industry.
[35] From the interview with Jan Beringer, Ex-
perience Design Lead at NGX Interactive.
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Appendix II  Creation Process for Project Tree of Life (2018)
Details for Fabrication and Visual Design Prototypes.
[Portfolio] https://www.thisismichelleyao.com/tree-of-life
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Mock-up for project Tree of Life (2018)
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Appendix III  Creation Process for Project Let It Rain (2018)
Details for Fabrication, Interactive Development and Installation Techniques.
[Portfolio] https://www.thisismichelleyao.com/let-it-rain
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Appendix IV  Design Probe for Project StarSpace (2018)
Complete Design Probe for the Project
[Portfolio] https://www.thisismichelleyao.com/starspace
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Appendix V  Raw Data from User Feedback in Project StarSpace (2018)  | Day 1 - Day3
Design Research for the Project
[Portfolio] https://www.thisismichelleyao.com/starspace
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Appendix VI  Interactive development of Directions of TheTide (2019)
A New Media Art Live Performance on May 13, 2019, at Integrated Motion Capture Studio, ECU.
[Portfolio] https://www.thisismichelleyao.com/directions-of-the-tide
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Appendix VII  Summer Research - ITP Camp 2018 (NYU, New York)
A month of intensive training & workshops into Digital Fabrication, Electronic Arts and Interactive Developement.
[Portfolio] https://www.thisismichelleyao.com/light-a-fire-light-up-a-spark
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